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Use. The use of a room influences its color scheme to a great
extent. Color can help to emphasize the purpose of a room in
addition to actually contributing to its efficiency. The time of
day when a room is occupied most should be a factor in its color
scheme; naturally a room should look its best at that time.
The entrance hall often has much the same type of coloring as
the living room, although in larger houses it is frequently more
impersonal and dignified in color than the living room. In an
apartment or small house where an entrance hall is only a passage-
way it should be decidedly decorative and colorful. Since a hall
has very little furniture, interest should be provided by colorful
treatment of floors or walls. In a two-story house the hall is the
transition point between the first and second floors and so may well
contain color ideas of both floors. An interior hall should be gay
and novel in color and pattern, as it is usually dark and also un-
furnished.
A living room should express cheer and hospitality along with
restfulness and relaxation. Therefore its color scheme needs to be
cheerful but not overstimulating, and characterful but not obtru-
sive; fairly light, warm colors are usually the most desirable for
living rooms except in a summer home or in a tropical home, where
a simple cool scheme such as white walls and a blue ceiling and
floors is refreshing. For a temperate climate white, brown, and
coral with walls of pale grayed lime make a cheerful color arrange-
ment, which could be varied for summer use by substituting natu-
ral colored matting for the brown rug, using striped green and
white slip covers to conceal the coral, and substituting thin white
curtains for the draperies. In a living room it is desirable to keep
the color interest and contrast on the general level of the occupants
and furnishings, and not on the floor, walls, or ceiling.
An outdoor living room opening directly off the indoor living
room should employ some of the interior colors, or others express-
ing the same mood as the interior. At the same time the color of
the exterior of the house and the green of growing plants must be
considered when outdoor furnishings are chosen. An additional
factor is the idea that outdoor colors should be few, simple, direct,
positive, and cool. White is sometimes satisfactory for outdoor
furniture, but it should usually be accompanied by one color, such
as chartreuse, leaf green, or the hue of the shutters or roof.

